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Abstract

During the RESOLVE project (“High-resolution imaging in subsurface geo-
physics: development of a multi-instrument platform for interdisciplinary
research”), continuous surface displacement and seismic array observations
were obtained on Glacier d’Argentière in the French Alps for 35 days during
May in 2018. This unique data set offers the chance to perform a detailed,
local study of targeted processes within the highly dynamic cryospheric envi-
ronment. In particular, the physical processes controlling glacial basal motion
are poorly understood and remain challenging to observe directly. Especially
in the Alpine region for temperate based glaciers where the ice rapidly re-
sponds to changing climatic conditions and thus, processes are strongly in-
termittent in time and heterogeneous in space. Spatially dense seismic and
GPS measurements are analyzed with machine learning techniques to gain
insight into the underlying processes controlling glacial motions of Glacier
d’Argentière. Using multiple bandpass-filtered copies of the continuous seis-
mic waveforms, we compute energy-based features, develop a matched field
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beamforming catalogue and include meteorological observations. Features
describing the data are analyzed with a gradient boosting decision tree model
to directly estimate the GPS displacements from the seismic records. We
posit that features of the seismic noise provide direct access to the dominant
parameters that drive displacement on the highly variable and unsteady sur-
face of the glacier. The machine learning model infers daily fluctuations as
well as longer term trends and the results show on-ice displacement rates are
strongly modulated by activity at the base of the glacier. The techniques
presented provide a new approach to study glacial basal sliding and discover
its full complexity.

Keywords: glacier basal motion, beamforming, machine learning,
environmental seismology, cryoseismology

1. Introduction1

The cryosphere is one of the most rapidly changing environments on Earth2

and changes are accentuated by the ongoing evolution of climatic conditions.3

In mountainous regions, glacier dynamics can be used as a local marker of4

climate change, and can cause major damage to human infrastructure, so5

it is of common social interest to study spatiotemporal processes within the6

ice with high resolution [1]. The rapidly emerging field of “cryoseismology”7

addresses processes within the glacial environment, such as crevassing, hy-8

drofracturing, failure and calving of ice fragments or supraglacial, englacial9

and subglacial water discharge via the analysis of continuous seismic records10

[2]. Special emphasis has been put on the investigation of glacier sliding,11

which is still not completely understood, but affects large-scale ice flow, ice12

sheet stability, and thus ultimately sea level rise [3].13

Glaciers flow via two processes, internal deformation (or “creep”) and14

basal sliding [4]. The stress-strain relationship for internal deformation of15

the glacier itself describes viscous deformation associated with ice creep and16

can be approximated by “Glen’s flow law” [5]. Basal sliding is responsible17

for fast flow of ice-streams; “sliding” is used as an umbrella term here for18

actual sliding of the ice sole and deformation of soft subglacial till beds (e.g.,19

[6]). In view of steep, unstable ice tongues, it is of great interest to scientists20

and stakeholders to understand the physical basis of glacier sliding given21

that catastrophic break-off events threaten mountain communities world-22

wide [1, 7].23
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The first theoretical concept of glacier sliding was introduced by postu-24

lating that normal forces on undeformable bed undulations produce local25

shear resistance [8]. Here, a frictionless glacier bed was considered with slid-26

ing driven by enhanced deformation and regelation around stiff bed obstacles.27

Weertman’s theory of “hard” bed sliding [8] was modified to account for sub-28

glacial water cavity formation [9, 10, 11] and deformable subglacial till layers29

[12]. Both mechanisms can explain observations of melt-water enhanced ice30

flow and basal sliding [4]. Modern sliding theories (e.g., [10, 13]) are still influ-31

enced by these concepts. However, recent cryoseismological studies show that32

glacier sliding is not always smooth, but interrupted by distinct slip events33

[14]. This points to frictional processes, where sudden shear failure at the34

glacier bed emits seismic waves, analogous to the behavior of tectonic faults.35

Such stick-slip motion cannot be explained by traditional Weertman-type or36

soft-bed theories, which describe sliding as a continuous, slow, and smooth37

process. Instead, frictional processes add to the complexity of basal sliding38

and thus ice flow. A pivotal challenge in glaciological research is to formulate39

new or extend existing sliding laws, including conventional concepts but also40

considering glacier frictional sliding as an additional flow mechanism (e.g.,41

[15, 16, 17, 18, 13]).42

Evidence from polar and non-polar ice masses suggests that microseis-43

mic stick-slip motion is a widespread and potentially pervasive form of basal44

sliding (see [2] and references therein; [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]). Individual45

microseismic stick-slip events are very small with negative magnitudes and46

shear displacements on millimeter scales or less [25]. Successive events may47

coalesce into sustained ice-tremor resulting in ice-stream wide sliding episodes48

with surface displacements of tens of centimeters per day. The spectral sig-49

nature of the sliding tremor is characterized by spectral peaks at frequencies50

corresponding to the inverse of inter-event times between individual stick-slip51

events [26]. First detected at rapid Antarctic ice streams, sliding tremor may52

be a widespread phenomenon with observational evidence for these sliding53

tremors beneath Greenlandic [21] and Alpine glacier ice [27], and the slip dis-54

placement may be measurable at the ice surface. Detection of these tremors55

with conventional on-ice seismometers is challenging because the signals can56

be masked by the extensive glacial noise from other cryoseismic sources, es-57

pecially englacial and subglacial water flow [28, 21, 29, 27]. Thus, in Alpine58

regions, with temperate glacier ice and high meltwater production, frictional59

sliding in the form of microseismic stick-slip tremors may be completely over-60

looked and far more predominant than presently understood.61
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Analogous to tectonic faults, stick slip motion across glacial faults emits62

seismic energy and is commonly measured by seismometers [2]. The frictional63

state of a tectonic fault and information about the current position within its64

seismic cycle are still challenging to access. As the fault’s rupture, nucleation65

and magnitude, and future earthquake occurrence are directly controlled by66

the fault frictional state, its quantification is of interest for understanding the67

underlying physics [30]. Numerous theoretical simulations and laboratory ex-68

periments contributed to the determination of frictional characteristics (e.g.,69

[31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]). Recently, analyses of seismic signals from laboratory70

faults [37] and faults in earth [38] applying machine learning have yielded re-71

markable results indicating that the seismic waves contain information about72

the fault characteristics at all times.73

We use this analogy to guide the choice of research methodology to mon-74

itor the physical state of the glacier. So far, direct and continuous quan-75

tification of fault friction cannot be achieved using conventional geophysical76

approaches, whereas supervised machine learning models are suitable to di-77

rectly quantify instantaneous fault friction in laboratory experiments and78

fault properties in tectonic environments [37, 39, 40, 38, 41, 42].79

In laboratory experiments it was demonstrated that frictional properties80

can be accessed through the statistical characteristics of continuous seismic81

records (range of the data, root mean square, variance, skewness, kurtosis,82

quantile ranges) [37] and that even different modes of slip along these labo-83

ratory faults were captured, which demonstrates that seismic data are a rich84

archive that allows one to directly observe the physical state of a fault [40].85

These processes are similar to basal motion in the glacial environment where86

the displacement takes place at the ice-bed-interface.87

With the aim to uncover the signals related to sliding that are not directly88

observable, we applied a decision tree model to a new data set from a dense89

on-ice network on Glacier d’Argentière (French Alps) comprising continu-90

ous measurements of local seismicity, surface velocities, and meteorological91

observations. Due to the highly variable and noisy glacial environment, ex-92

tensive preprocessing of the seismic and geodetic measurements is essential93

for a robust feature space with the goal of directly estimating glacier sliding94

behavior from the surface of the ice and hence, to monitor its dynamics.95
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2. Methods96

2.1. Resolve data collection97

As part of the RESOLVE project “High-resolution imaging in subsurface98

geophysics: development of a multi-instrument platform for interdisciplinary99

research”), researchers from ISTerre and IGE Grenoble (France) and ETH100

Zürich (Switzerland) installed a unique sensor infrastructure at the surface101

of Glacier d’Argentière (Fig. 1) [43]. A dense seismic monitoring array with102

98 geophones, 7 GPS stations, a meteorological station, and a water dis-103

charge station were operational during approximately one month in May104

2018 (24/04/2018-27/05/2018). Five of the GPS stations were installed di-105

rectly on the surface of the ice (ARG1-ARG4, ARGG) with four of them106

integrated with the seismic array (ARG1-ARG4). The remaining two sta-107

tions (ARG5, ARGR) were placed on solid bedrock next to the glacier near108

the seismic array.109

The GPS derived rate of displacement (velocity) was computed for a110

centered moving time window of size ± 3 hrs with a 1 hr time step for east,111

north, and vertical components, and the combined horizontal components112

(east + north). This sampling was found to provide the best agreement113

between errors and signal-to-noise ratio (see Fig. A.6 and Fig. A.7 in the114

Appendix).115

Seismic observations were continuously recorded at a sample rate of 500116

Hz in a grid-like dense seismic array (Ø 700 m). The stations were deployed117

into snow about 30 cm below the surface within the ablation zone of Glacier118

d’Argentière (see [43] for more specific details). Signal preprocessing includes119

removing the instrument response, detrending and demeaning the continuous120

waveforms.121

Temperature and precipitation were monitored at a 10 min sampling rate122

using one station situated on solid bedrock about a kilometer to the north123

of the array. Water discharge was measured every 15 min by the Emosson124

power supply company in excavated tunnels below the glacier tongue [44, 43].125

2.2. Matched Field Processing126

Matched field processing (MFP) is the natural extension of plane wave127

beamforming and yields for the location of seismic noise sources in range,128

depth and azimuth by analysing spherical waves in the close environment129

of the underlying seismic array [45]. The approach was originally developed130

in ocean acoustics [46, 47], but a broad spectrum of applications can be131
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found in environmental seismology to study near-surface processes on the132

exploration scale [48, 49, 50, 51] and the rapidly emerging special research133

field of cryoseismology to better understand dynamics within e.g., Alpine134

glacial ice [52, 22, 27, 53, 54].135

Assuming the spatial coherence of the wave field across the array, a sys-136

tematic correlation of portions of continuous seismic field records and the137

model-based Green’s function (replica) is performed at various candidate138

source positions. The approach is performed in the frequency domain and139

can be considered as an equivalent of shift-and-stack techniques in the time140

domain. For a certain frequency, replica parameterization allows improved141

data fitting by velocity inversion [55] or polarity optimization for the loca-142

tion of double-couple sources [27]. The procedure is aimed to estimate phase143

matches between the data wave field and the replica field with the beampower144

maximum representing the most probable source location.145

2.3. Data Features146

Data features are statistics of the continuous seismic records from a five-147

node subarray with high signal-to-noise-ratio, meteorological and water dis-148

charge measurements, and events spatially binned from a beamforming cat-149

alogue (see Fig. 2 for station locations and a snapshot of the beamforming150

catalogue).151

Statistical features were computed for the continuous seismic record of152

five selected stations shown as inverted white triangles in Fig. 2. We made153

four copies of the records using a bandpass filter between 10-50 Hz: 10-20154

Hz, 20-30 Hz, 30-40 Hz, and 40-50 Hz to cover the frequency bands related155

to the most dominant processes in glacial ice, such as water flow, crevassing,156

icequakes or stick-slip tremors [2]. A moving time window of 1 hr is applied to157

compute the variance, kurtosis, mean, root mean square, skewness, range and158

interquantile ranges (0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95) using±3 hrs before and after159

the respective time stamp. This sampling matches the GPS data sampling160

resolution. Hence, statistical features at every hour reflect the distribution161

of the seismic data within the same 6-hours-windows as the averaged GPS162

data. The meteorological data (temperature and precipitation) and water163

discharge measurements are applied by computing the average of 30 data164

points (meteorological data) / 24 data points (water discharge measurements)165

corresponding to 6 hrs of seismic data (1 data point is the average of the166

data during the previous 10 min / 15 min) to obtain consistent feature time167

windows.168
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We extracted information from an extensive beamforming catalog which169

was developed using an advanced matched field processing localization scheme170

based on a gradient-decent optimization that meets the challenging, seismi-171

cally “loud” environment. A complete detailed description on the method-172

ology and the MFP implementation can be found in [54]. We used four173

sub-catalogues with center frequencies of 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 15 Hz and 20 Hz.174

Each catalogue was thresholded for x,y,z with respect to the dimension of175

the array and the depth of the glacier as well as for seismic velocities be-176

tween 1300-3800 m
s
, as we expect that range to cover Rayleigh wave, P-177

and S-wave velocities within glacial ice [2]. We additionally reduced each178

catalogue to normalized beampower values between 0.2-1.0. Fig. 2 shows a179

1 hr snapshot of a 10 Hz-catalogue together with the ice surface and the180

bedrock topography. To use the high-resolution catalogue results as features181

in the gradient tree boosting model, we spatially binned the MFP derived182

sources within 8 predefined source regions of the same ice volume (voxels183

V1-V8). Voxels 1-4 capture the deeper part of the glacier, close to its base,184

and voxels 5-8 capture the surface equivalent. For each voxel we sum the185

number of sources and sum their beampower respectively. For consistency186

with the other data, we apply a moving time window of 1 hr using ±3 hrs187

before and after the respective time stamp to match previous feature and la-188

bel sampling. Virtual cut surfaces and voxel notations are indicated in Fig. 2.189

190

2.4. Xtreme Gradient Boosting Model for Glacier d’Argentière191

Gradient tree boosting [56] is a widely used and scalable supervised ma-192

chine learning approach. It is a very powerful tool that is based on, but193

usually outperforms, decision tree ensembles [57, 58]. Decision tree ensem-194

bles use multiple shallow trees that can be built in a serial manner, in parallel195

or even independently from each other and combined in a next step in order196

to enhance model performance. Gradient tree boosting is an extension of197

decision tree ensembles. The ensemble learner can be used for classification198

or regression problems. In order to predict a target variable (label), a model199

is trained based on simple decision rules learned from the data (feature).200

Depending on the purity of the individual leaves of the tree, the prediction201

is weighted through a comparison with the respective label. The deviation202

is represented by an arbitrary loss function. The model is trained sequen-203

tially by adding a gradient term to the current decision tree model iteration,204

with the aim to minimize the loss function for the weighted ensemble of all205
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previous decision trees. Usually, trees that are added in each iteration are206

shallow (weak learners), but the full ensemble contains a large number of207

them in total quantity. Once the model is trained, the feature importance208

can be evaluated to get more insight into the model drivers allowing one to209

learn which input observations yield the best estimates on the output label210

[59].211

To estimate the GPS velocity on the surface of Glacier d’Argentière, we212

develop a gradient boosted tree regression model using the features extracted213

from the data. Specifically, we use the XGBoost implementation from scikit-214

learn [58, 60]. Model hyperparameters and the choice of feature preprocessing215

is done by iteratively optimizing the model using 5 fold cross validation on216

the training data to minimize the average mean-squared-error for the folds.217

A Bayesian optimizer is implemented for a search space to select the best hy-218

perparameters [61]. The procedure randomly selected hyperparameters for219

100 iterations then gradient descent is applied to converge on the best selec-220

tion for an additional 100 iterations. Initially the search space is large, then221

expanded or narrowed for specific parameters to avoid final values converging222

at the upper and lower limits. For each optimization run the evolution of pa-223

rameters is viewed to update the search space, then the procedure is repeated.224

The workflow is distributed on a GPU server to train multiple models with225

different hyperparameters simultaneously to select the final model based on226

convergence.227

We assess the ability of the model to predict the velocity time series228

of all available RESOLVE GPS stations individually as well as averages of229

station pairs. We apply a 50%/50% train/test split to our monitoring time230

series, then perform model training on the first half of the data (16 days)231

and subsequently test it on the remaining half (16 days), which has not been232

analyzed before. Model estimates are presented for the three GPS stations233

that yield the highest prediction scores: ARG2, ARG3 and ARGG (Fig. 1).234

2.5. Model development and optimization235

Feature preprocessing involved standard scaling (S), quantile transforma-236

tion (Q) (n quantiles = 50), principal component analysis (P) (n components =237

50, whiten = True), and a random forest regressor (R) (n estimators =238

200, max depth = 3, n features to select = 20, step = 1). All routines are239

available in the scikit-learn package [60, 62]. We optimized the hyperparam-240

eters using the original data and for each possible combination of S, Q, P241

and R. The results show that the best-fit model hyperparameters with the242
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lowest loss function, hence, the best model, strongly depends on the choice243

and combination of feature preprocessing. For each GPS velocity time series244

we select preprocessing and accordingly apply the respective model hyper-245

parameters which yield the highest possible prediction score. Comparison of246

data preprocessing and best-fit model are expressed through the coefficient247

of determination (R2) and the correlation-coefficient (CC). These metrics248

are applied to allow direct comparison between models and do not reflect the249

absolute quality of the results since a direct correlation is not expected or250

obtained. To further improve predictions, we tested different applications of251

a low-pass filter to the GPS velocity time series to reduce the high-frequency252

‘spiky’ fluctuations inherent to the time series. The cutoff frequency was253

optimized to maximize the evaluation score.254

3. Results255

The final predictions with the best-fit model hyperparameters, prepro-256

cessing, and low-pass filters applied are shown in Figs. 3-5 for GPS station257

ARG2, ARG3 and ARGG. The training and testing GPS velocity is shown258

with the data curve in red and the model predictions in blue. For the testing259

set, the data versus model predictions are shown in the inset.260

Comparing the models in terms of hyperparameters, preprocessing, and261

low-pass filtering indicates the requirements for the best prediction score262

(CC = 0.25 − 0.46) are fundamentally different and significantly influence263

the model performance (Appendix, Fig. A.8, A.9). For GPS station ARG2,264

which was located within the seismic array and situated close to seismic node265

64 (Fig. 2), we derive a model score of CC = 0.25 with preprocessing P and a266

low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 2.5 hrs applied (see Table 1 for best-267

fit model hyperparameters). The feature importance shows that statistical268

features of node 12 contributed most to the model, but that the variance of269

the 10-20 Hz bandpass filtered record of node 30 has the strongest influence.270

Those frequencies are sensitive to subglacial water flow, icequake activity271

and basal stick-slip [2]. It is important to note that node 12 and node 30272

were both situated on the north-western flank of the glacier while ARG2273

was located in the central-north close to the glacier tongue. The interstation274

distance and the model’s decision “against” favoring features from the closest275

node 64 posit that the surface velocity of the ice is likely not locally driven276

by e.g., an opening crevasse, but rather controlled by some seismic activity277

along the north-western flank.278
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GPS station ARG3 was situated in line with ARG2 and integrated with279

the seismic array as well. More precisely it is located next to seismic node280

60. We derive a model score of CC = 0.46 with preprocessing S, Q, P281

and R and a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 16.5 hrs applied (see282

Table 1 for best-fit model hyperparameters). When comparing to ARG2,283

more preprocessing and a stronger filter are applied. As a results of the284

smoother GPS data from the low-pass filter data and model show an almost285

doubled correlation coefficient. As revealed by the feature importance and286

as for ARG2, statistics from node 12, situated at the north-western flank of287

the glacier, are of upmost importance.288

For GPS station ARGG situated within the accumulation zone of the289

glacier <3 km north-west from the seismic array, the best model score is290

CC = 0.37 with a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1.39 hrs applied291

(see Table 1 for best-fit model hyperparameters). The data features were292

best suited in the original format (no preprocessing) using only a gentle fil-293

ter to suppress short-term dynamics. The feature importance indicates that294

beamforming features are most influential for the model, especially source295

locations from bottom voxel V4 in the 20 Hz filter band which is mostly sen-296

sitive to crevassing, icequakes and basal stick-slip [2]. Statistics contributed297

from stations across the entire array with node 30 leading the rank right after298

beamforming voxel V4. V4 directly locates beneath node 30, again positing299

the GPS velocity is being driven by some process at the north-western flank300

of the glacier, but specifying it to the lower part of the ice close to the glacier’s301

base.302

The model outcomes and their related feature ranks for the three GPS303

stations analyzed show consistent results that suggest glacial surface veloc-304

ity is being controlled by activity at the north-western flank of the glacier.305

While for ARG2 and ARG3, situated in the noise-prone ablation zone of the306

glacier, statistical features from seismic nodes 12 and 30 lead the ranking, the307

model clearly identifies in-depth activity based on the beamforming features308

within lower voxel V4 for estimates of ARGG within the accumulation zone.309

Interestingly, the meteorological features and surface beamforming voxels310

generally play a subordinate role for the model estimates.311

4. Discussion312

The application of machine learning using continuous seismic records con-313

tinues to show success in describing physical processes of complex natural314
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systems. While the glacier motion model predictions are not as robust as315

those for laboratory stick-slip studies [37, 63, 64, 65, 42], slow slip in Earth316

[66], future prediction [67, 68], or stick-slip processes in Earth [38], they are317

nonetheless predictive, especially when describing the long period behavior.318

Ice deformation is considered mostly aseismic through viscous creep [43],319

which is inherent to the material properties. The data features are designed320

to capture such deformation using information in the continuous signal emit-321

ted from internally deforming slip boundaries during viscous flow, which322

occurs at a range of pressures and temperatures. The glacial system dynam-323

ics are highly complex and variations in signals produced by the sources of324

noise appear to be more heterogeneous than in a laboratory system or an325

earthquake fault.326

This study shows for the first time that surface displacement rates can327

be linked to distinct areas, and even in-depth activity, of a temperate Alpine328

glacier based on the seismic beamforming features. The addition of seismic329

beamforming as a data feature provides additional information to the model330

space and enables the estimate of surface displacement rates on Alpine glacial331

ice in an highly dynamic and noise-prone environment, and the ability to lo-332

cate its driving process. To our current state of knowledge, basal motion is333

most likely the driver for deep cryoseismogenic processes which drive the dis-334

placement rates at the surface of Glacier d’Argentière and outrivals internal335

deformation through viscous creep due to its strong seismic fingerprint [2].336

The best model captures the long wavelength characteristics, suggesting337

that the highly variable temporal fluctuations are generated by a number of338

incoherent processes and the model can not isolate into these unique charac-339

teristics in the feature space. A possible cause is the seismic features contain340

a combination of information from multiple weak processes and expanding341

the feature space might improve the high frequency estimates. With the342

current best model and features, the surface ice velocity can be predicted343

with an accuracy of up to 46 % for the longer term behavior in the range of344

16.5 hrs. Intensively studying the hyperparameter space and the dependence345

on different choices of preprocessing and low-pass filters shows that each346

station-related model has to be tuned independently and model settings may347

not be generalized in the Alpine cryospheric environment. We found that348

individual station estimates generally score better than averages of multiple349

on-ice velocity time series and that bedrock stations were less suited for the350

analysis.351

The RESOLVE experiment design was most advantageous for capturing352
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the spatio-temporal seismic and geodetic behavior driven by glacial processes353

in the one month of data collection. Limitations to the seismic and geodetic354

measurements as applied to this analysis include the discrepancy in sampling355

rate (500 Hz for seismic observations vs. 1 hr for geodetic observations).356

This mismatch requires several steps of preprocessing to properly align the357

data features and labels, specifically the moving time window analysis and358

smoothing of the time series data or the compilation of the highly resolved359

beamforming catalogue. Those procedures come with a potential loss of in-360

formation regarding short-term variations of the glacier’s activity. Further-361

more, seismic observations were solely collected in the ablation zone of the362

glacier, while GPS station coverage spanned over the entire length of Glacier363

d’Argentière (<3 km). The accumulation zone of temperate based glacial364

ice is typically less active than the ablation zone. The ablation zone, how-365

ever, is characterized by a multitude of physical processes such as crevasse366

formation, meltwater flow or avalanches and rockfalls provoked by increas-367

ing temperatures in lower altitudes [54]. Even though the geodetic obser-368

vations show coherent behavior across the network and the glacier’s extent369

(Fig. A.13), model predictions of distant stations which were situated in the370

accumulation zone may be challenged due to regime differences. Compared371

to predictions made on GPS stations which were integrated with the seismic372

array, model estimates of high-altitude geodetic observations show reasonable373

performance, but might have benefited from nearby seismic observations.374

The mild power threshold of the beamforming catalogue (0.2-1.0) sub-375

sequently leads to the integration of poorly resolved seismic sources in our376

analysis which poses the risk to decrease the model performance due to ran-377

dom, physically unconstrained locations. However, in view of the high noise378

level in Alpine glacial environments, locations with a lower resolution likely379

carry relevant information from deep processes at the glacier bed, as e.g.380

basal stick-slip [27] or subglacial water flow [69]. As revealed by the feature381

importance for model estimates of GPS ARGG (Fig. 5) the 20 Hz beam-382

forming catalogue as applied to this analysis carries information enabling383

the best model prediction. The surface displacement itself but also the cen-384

ter frequency of the catalogue reasons that glacier basal motion, potentially385

coupled with subglacial water flow, is most likely the driving mechanism for386

the displacement of ARGG, as pure subglacial water flow is characterized387

by lower frequencies (3-7 Hz) [69] and does not ultimately lead to surface388

displacement.389

We have learned that this line of analysis could potentially contribute390
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to an improvement of glacial sliding laws by considering relevant drivers for391

model parameterizations that are revealed by the feature importance.392

5. Conclusions393

A profound understanding and the formulation of sliding laws for glacier394

basal motion are still a major challenge for the scientific community and395

needed for hazard assessment and the generation of new prediction models.396

Especially for temperate glaciers in Alpine regions, sliding is difficult to mon-397

itor with conventional geophysical approaches. On-ice seismological records398

prove to be a very rich archive of glacial activity, but due to glacial noise from399

other cryoseismic sources, stick-slip events and tremors are often masked and400

remain unnoticed. New approaches are needed which involve on-ice seismo-401

logical measurements densely sampled in space and time, as well as modern402

tools that efficiently analyze such large datasets and reveal previously hidden403

signals.404

We applied the supervised ML approach gradient tree boosting to a seis-405

mic array data set acquired in course of the RESOLVE project on Glacier406

d’Argentière and showed its general suitability for the identification of seis-407

mic signatures of ice beds in the presence of melt-induced microseismic noise.408

The analysis is designed to verify if model estimates are driven by basal mo-409

tion. Our results demonstrate that gradient tree boosting is a suitable tool to410

estimate ice surface displacement rates from seismic data collected at glaciers411

and that information about basal processes can be accessed from on-ice seis-412

mometers, analogous to frictional behavior of tectonic fault zones, at least at413

long period. We have learned that other than for quiet laboratory faults [37]414

or reasonably long monitoring time series along tectonic faults [39, 38], using415

only statistical properties of continuous seismic records are not sufficient to416

describe glacial environments. We adapted the ML model by creating expres-417

sive beamforming features using array processing that meet the challenging,418

seismically “loud” environment. As revealed by the feature importance, the419

spatio-temporal compilation of seismic source locations provides the essential420

information for the model to relate estimates of surface velocities to in-depth421

activity.422
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Figure 1: Overview map of Glacier d’Argentière together with the RESOLVE sensor
infrastructure [43] including the locations of the seismic nodes (white triangles), the GPS
stations (red triangles, ARGx), the weather station (black circle around ARG5) and the
location of the borehole for measurements of water discharge (white circle). The GPS
stations ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, ARG5 and ARGG were installed on the surface of the
glacier (on-ice stations), GPS stations AGR5 and ARGR were installed on solid ground /
bedrock (off-ice stations).
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the thresholded beamforming catalogue together with the drone
derived ice surface (shades of blue) and the bedrock topography measured by radio-echo
sounding (shades of grey). Black dots represent seismic source locations during 1 hr
(temporal resolution of 1 sec), for a center frequency of 10 Hz and beampower values
between 0.2-1.0. The white triangles indicate the seismic array with the five heightened
ones being the selected stations for the computation of the statistical features (12, 30,
60, 64, 80). The red triangles display GPS stations (ARG1-ARG4) situated within the
seismic array. The green planes indicate the cut surfaces that divide the glacier into eight
voxels (V1-V8) with V1-V4 capturing the lower part close to the glacier bed and V5-V8
encompassing portions of the ice surface.
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GPS stations

ARG2 ARG3 ARGG

H
y
p
er
p
ar
am

et
er
s

max depth 5 4 3
learning rate 0.052 0.051 0.052
n estimators 514 752 527

gamma 0.816 0.298 0.696
min child weight 1.28 24.803 23.946

subsample 0.708 0.751 0.738
colsample 0.771 0.879 0.732
reg alpha 9.849 8.349 1.929
reg lambda 100.271 147.171 134.623

Preprocessing P S,Q,P,R -
Low-pass filter [hrs] 2.5 16.5 1.39

Correlation-Coefficient 0.25 0.46 0.37

Table 1: Overview of best-fit model hyperparameters, choices of preprocessing and low-
pass filters applied to GPS stations ARG2, ARG3, ARGG. The final row holds the pre-
diction scores (see Fig. 3-5 for model performances).
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Figure 3: Performance of the XGB model to predict surface velocity [mm/hrs] trained
on GPS station ARG2 (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), which was situated within the seismic
array in the ablation zone of Glacier d’Argentière. The model was trained on 50 % of
the monitoring time series (white facecolor) and tested on the remaining 50 %. The GPS
velocity (label) is shown in red and the model predictions in blue. The best-fit model
hyperparameters are max depth = 5, learning rate = 0.052, n estimators = 514, gamma
= 0.816, min child weight = 1.28, subsample = 0.708, colsample bytree = 0.771, reg alpha
= 9.849, and reg lambda = 100.271 with preprocessing = P and a low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency = 2.5 hrs applied.
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Figure 4: Performance of the XGB model to predict surface velocity [mm/hrs] trained
on GPS station ARG3 (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), which was situated within the seismic
array in the ablation zone of Glacier d’Argentière. The model was trained on 50 % of
the monitoring time series (white facecolor) and tested on the remaining 50 %. The
GPS velocity (label) is shown in red and the model predictions in blue. The best-fit model
hyperparameters are max depth = 4, learning rate = 0.051, n estimators = 752, gamma =
0.298, min child weight = 24.803, subsample = 0.751, colsample bytree = 0.879, reg alpha
= 8.349, and reg lambda = 147.171 with preprocessing = S,Q,P,R and a low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency = 16.5 hrs applied.
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Figure 5: Performance of the XGB model to predict surface velocity [mm/hrs] trained on
GPS station ARGG (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), which was situated in the accumulation zone of
Glacier d’Argentière, about 3 km to the south of the seismic array. The model was trained
on 50 % of the monitoring time series (white facecolor) and tested on the remaining 50
%. The GPS velocity (label) is shown in red and the model predictions in blue. The
best-fit model hyperparameters are max depth = 3, learning rate = 0.052, n estimators
= 527, gamma = 0.696, min child weight = 23.946, subsample = 0.738, colsample bytree
= 0.732, reg alpha = 1.929, and reg lambda = 134.623 with preprocessing = None and a
low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency = 1.39 hrs applied.
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Appendix A.423

The RESOLVE GPS (GNSS) analysis has been performed by a static, dif-424

ferential positioning using the GAMIT software [70] in a network combining425

the 5 RESOLVE GNSS stations (ARG1-4 on the glacier and ARG5 beside426

the glacier on the bedrock), plus the ISTerre long-term station ARGG on427

Glacier d’Argentière outside the RESOLVE network, with 14 permanent and428

stable RENAG (http://renag.resif.fr) stations in less than 180 km distance429

(including ARGR on bedrock close to Glacier d’Argentière at 3 km distance430

from the RESOLVE network). This set of stations has been analyzed in431

6-hours-sessions (corresponding to 30-40 mm of displacement of stations on432

Glacier d’Argentière) shifted by 1 hour to obtain hourly positions for each433

of the stations. The formal uncertainties of each of the position estimates434

are 2-3 mm on the horizontal components. The positioning of the bedrock435

site ARG5, close to the glacier stations and therefore in a comparable envi-436

ronment, indicates a dispersion of 4-6 mm. This value is probably a realistic437

estimate of the hourly positioning precision of the glacier stations.438

Fig. A.6 and Fig. A.7 show the position time series of the the stations439

ARG2, ARG3 and ARG5.440
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Figure A.6: Rapid evolution of the North and East positions of ARG2 and ARG3 compared
to the stable position of ARG5.
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Figure A.7: Displacements of ARG2, ARG3 and ARG5 after linear detrending each com-
ponent. This highlights the correlated dynamic evolution of ARG2 and ARG3 as well as
the dispersion of the hourly positioning results of the stable station ARG5 around their
mean value.
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Figure A.8: Hyperparameter optimization for all available GPS stations depending on the
choice of preprocessing (S, Q, P, R).
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Figure A.9: Model performance for all available RESOLVE GPS stations depending on
the choice of preprocessing (S, Q, P, R).
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Figure A.10: Gini importance showing the feature importance for model estimates of GPS
ARG2 in a decreasing order. The 15 features that contributed most to the model are
shown with the most influential ones having a greater value.
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Figure A.11: Gini importance showing the feature importance for model estimates of GPS
ARG3 in a decreasing order. The 15 features that contributed most to the model are
shown with the most influential ones having a greater value.
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Figure A.12: Gini importance showing the feature importance for model estimates of GPS
ARGG in a decreasing order. The 15 features that contributed most to the model are
shown with the most influential ones having a greater value.
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Figure A.13: Station-wise correlation of geodetic observations.
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